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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present a setting for examining the relation be-
tween the distribution of research intensity in AI research and the
relevance for a range of work tasks (and occupations) in current
and simulated scenarios. We perform a mapping between labour
and AI using a set of cognitive abilities as an intermediate layer.
This setting favours a two-way interpretation to analyse (1) what
impact current or simulated AI research activity has or would have
on labour-related tasks and occupations, and (2) what areas of
AI research activity would be responsible for a desired or unde-
sired effect on specific labour tasks and occupations. Concretely, in
our analysis we map 59 generic labour-related tasks from several
worker surveys and databases to 14 cognitive abilities from the
cognitive science literature, and these to a comprehensive list of
328 AI benchmarks used to evaluate progress in AI techniques. We
provide this model and its implementation as a tool for simulations.
We also show the effectiveness of our setting with some illustrative
examples.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In this paper we present a setting for the analysis and simulation
of the intensity flows between Artificial Intelligence (AI) research
and the labour market. Intensity is understood as the relevance of
and effort spent on any undertaking. For instance, in the case of an
occupation one can estimate how much time a particular activity
requires. In the case of AI, one can estimate how much effort (in
terms of activity) is devoted to a certain task in a particular area of
research. Without a model, some direct connections can be made,
such as the observation that progress in machine translation will
have an impact on human translators, or that in order to rationalise
the cost in language translation and subtitling of a major video-on-
demand company, more progress of AI in this area would be needed.
But the connections become more complex when we wonder how
much AI research in natural language processing is affecting a
lawyer, or what areas in AI should require more activity to alleviate
the bottleneck of auditors, or any other profession. A traceable two-
way analysis would be a more anticipatory and prescriptive analysis
than just predicting what jobs are more suitable of automation,
assuming things equal or extrapolating from a predictive model in
which we cannot have any intervention. A model mapping labour
andAI research that allows for counterfactuals could account for the
relation between AI and labour in ways that could better represent
different scenarios and guide policies according to them.

Differently from previous approaches that have tried to link
directly AI developments with labour-related task characteristics
[6], our framework adds an intermediate dimension of cognitive
abilities which gives us greater flexibility as well as a broader un-
derstanding on the impact of AI on labour tasks. More precisely,
on one side, we map 14 generic cognitive abilities taken from the
cognitive science literature to 59 generic labour-related tasks from
task-based surveys from the workplace. On the other side, we map
these 14 generic abilities to a comprehensive list of 328 benchmarks
used to promote and measure the progress in different areas of AI.

In this regard, we start with the detailed set of labour-related
tasks (and occupations) from [11–13], which are assessed according
to the cognitive abilities they typically require. Here we link these
cognitive abilities to AI intensity indicators in terms of research
activity and interest using AI benchmarks (see Figure 1). We also
perform a cluster analysis to see how the AI benchmarks group
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together given the underlying structure of their required cognitive
abilities in order to further increase the interpretation of the results.

This mapping between tasks and AI benchmarks allows us to
accurately assess how the intensity of AI research may affect work-
related tasks and corresponding occupations, as well as the other
way around: how task and occupation intensity should be translated
to AI research. We then use this setting to rank tasks by potential AI
impact, and to showwhich areas of AI research should be intensified
to have an impact in particular selected tasks and occupations. The
main contributions of this paper are summarised as follows:

• We propose a formal matrix-based bidirectional setting for
the analysis of the impact betweenAI research and the labour
market.

• We show how identifying the specific cognitive abilities that
can be performed by AI gives a broader understanding on
the impact of AI on labour tasks, and vice versa.

• We see the lack of alignment between the intensities coming
from the activity in the workplace and the intensities coming
from the activity in AI benchmarks.

• We provide a grouped interpretation of the activity in AI
research by performing a cluster analysis on AI benchmarks
given the underlying structure of their required cognitive
abilities.

• We show how our setting allows for the analysis of counter-
factual simulated scenarios and the identification of situa-
tions where AI research does not match the required abilities
in the labour market.

• We develop an online visual approach1 for showing the in-
tensity flows between AI benchmarks and the labour market
tasks and occupations.

2 RELATEDWORK
The presented setting builds on the labour economics literature
focused on measuring the potential for automation on the labour
market [3, 6, 15, 23]. However, we have to draw a clear line be-
tween the impact and technological feasibility of AI to modify the
workplace and the configuration of tasks and occupations, and a
more simplistic view of AI as leading to full automation (substitu-
tion through machines) (anonymous). With this paper, we further
complement the literature with a formal setting for measuring AI
potential in cognitive abilities and, subsequently, in labour-related
tasks and occupations. On the AI side, we perform this by relying on
AI benchmarks, as used by researchers and industry to encourage
and evaluate progress in AI, instead of relying on expert predic-
tions on the future automatibility of occupations, as in [15] and
subsequent studies. This is also in contrast to the use of models
that quantify the probability of computerisation for different oc-
cupations based on their proportion of routine and non-routine
tasks [5]. Furthermore, we complement Brynjolfsson et al.’s mea-
sure of “suitability for machine learning" for labour-related tasks
[6], which draws upon particular technologies in machine learn-
ing only. Here, we use a more comprehensive list of AI tasks and
benchmarks (which can be further extended and updated to future
developments).

1https://safe-tools.dsic.upv.es/shiny/OTAAI/

The use of AI benchmarks to analyse the state of the art of AI
research has been popularised by the seminal work done by the
Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) [9], and reports such as the
AI Index [24], which also covers jobs briefly. Using the EFF data,
[10] make a more explicit connection with the labour market. They
measure progress in AI through linear trends in benchmarks across
different metrics. However, due to nonlinear performance jumps at
certain thresholds of each benchmark, progress in different bench-
marks cannot be measured in a comparable manner. We address
this issue by translating benchmarks to a measure of AI research ac-
tivity, and not the incommensurate magnitudes of each benchmark.
[10] introduce abilities, but they are specialised for “job task require-
ments”, which limits its independence to the labour connection,
and precludes a balanced bidirectional analysis.

In this paper, we integrate several theories of intelligence and
cognition in psychology, animal cognition and AI textbooks to give
a broader definition of abilities, as a more independent latent layer
than human abilities (work-oriented) or AI abilities (technology-
oriented). We draw information from a very comprehensive set of
AI benchmarks, competitions and tasks (see section 3 for details),
ensuring a broad coverage of AI tasks. Unlike many of the previ-
ous approaches, we formalise our setting by proposing a unified
matrix-based mathematical model for the specification of dynamic
intensities for AI and labour tasks. This formalisation allows for
the analysis of intensity flows between AI and labour tasks (in
both directions) analytically. This makes it possible to study real
scenarios as well as simulated ones, using counterfactual or spec-
ulative hypotheses varying the intensity levels across tasks or AI
benchmarks.

3 DATA
For the two extremes of our mapping, as shown in Figure 1, we need
to rely on very different sources of data. We start with a description
of labour-related task intensity before moving to a description of
research intensity in AI.

3.1 Tasks and occupations
We gather the data about labour-related tasks and occupations from
[11–13], comprising a list of tasks and their respective intensity (i.e.
relevance and time spent) across occupations.

Concretely, we classify occupations according to the 3-digit In-
ternational Standard Classification of Occupations (ISCO-3)2. Since
there is no international data source that covers the full classifica-
tion, we combine data from three different sources: (1) the Euro-
pean Working Conditions Survey (EWCS)3; (2) the OECD Survey
of Adult Skills (PIAAC)4; and (3) the database from the Occupa-
tional Information Network (O*NET)5. While (1) and (2) are surveys
that provide data measured at the individual worker level based on
replies to questions on what they do at work, (3) is also based on
employer job postings, expert research and other sources. O*NET
is widely used in the literature on labour markets and technolog-
ical change [1, 15, 16] and it covers a large share of the task list

2https://www.ilo.org/public/english/bureau/stat/isco/
3https://www.eurofound.europa.eu/surveys/european-working-conditions-surveys
4https://www.oecd.org/skills/piaac/
5https://www.onetonline.org/
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Figure 1: Bidirectional and indirect mapping between job market and Artificial Intelligence. The notation we use is t for the
tasks, a for the abilities and b for the benchmarks. The arrows are represented by correspondence matrices W (task-ability
correspondence) and R (ability-benchmark correspondence).

that we use in our analysis. However, the occupational level of the
data precludes a further analysis of the variation in task content
within occupations. Moreover, much like the EWCS for Europe, the
O*NET is based on US data only. Therefore, even if there are likely
differences in the task content of occupations across countries (due
to institutional as well as socio-economic differences) we cannot
analyse these differences in the present analysis.

In these sources, task intensity for different occupations is de-
rived either as a measure of time spent on specific tasks (e.g., the
intensity for the task “Lifting or moving people" is obtained from
survey question “Does your main paid job involve lifting or moving
people?" and the corresponding 7-point scale answers ranging from
“All of the time" to “Never"), or curated by occupational experts and
provided on a standardised occupational level (e.g., the extent to
which the task is required to perform a job). Due to the varying
nature of survey data, we need to be aware of issues such as mea-
surement error, high variation in responses across individuals and
biased responses. Consistency in the measurement of task intensity
across the different data sources is measured with Cronbach’s alpha,
which is calculated from the pairwise correlation between items
that measure similar concepts. All tests yield high correlations and
Cronbachs’s Alpha values of between 0.8 and 0.9.

Finally, in order to make the measures of task intensity compara-
ble across all three data sources, we equalise scales and levels of all
variables. For this purpose, we rescale the variables to a [0, 1] scale
with 0 representing the lowest possible intensity and 1 represent-
ing the highest possible intensity of each variable. Moreover, we
average scores measured on an individual level (i.e., all variables
from PIAAC and EWCS) to the unified level of standardised 3-digit
occupation classifications. The final database contains the intensity
of 59 tasks across 119 different occupations.

3.2 AI benchmarks
We consider a comprehensive set of AI benchmarks for our setting
based on our own previous analysis and annotation of AI papers
[17, 19–21] as well as open resources such as Papers With Code6 (the
largest, up-to-date, free and open repository of machine learning
papers). It includes data from multiple (verified) sources, including
6https://paperswithcode.com/

academic literature, review articles and code platforms focused on
machine learning and AI.

From the aforementioned sources we track the reported evalua-
tion results on different metrics of AI performance across separate
AI benchmarks (e.g., tasks, datasets, competitions, awards, etc.)
from a number of AI domains. We cover computer vision, speech
recognition, music analysis, machine translation, text summari-
sation, information retrieval, robotic navigation and interaction,
automated vehicles, game playing, prediction, estimation, planning,
automated deduction, among others. This ensures a broad coverage
of AI tasks, well beyond perception, such as the ability to plan and
perform actions on such plans. Specifically, our framework uses
data from 328 different AI benchmarks, after selecting those with
enough information available for different evaluation metrics.

When aiming at evaluating the progress in specific AI areas, we
need to pay attention to the set of criteria about how a system is to
be evaluated. Even if the metrics that are used in each benchmark
improve, it would be misleading to consider that the progress in
AI should be analysed by aggregating these values. First, these
magnitudes are incommensurate, so aggregating the score in a video
game with the result of translation task is meaningless. Second, the
results are obtained by specific systems solving particular tasks.
There is no understanding on how to build systems that can solve
all these tasks at the same time.

Therefore, instead of using the rate of progress with particular
performance metrics, we analyse the activity level or intensity for
a benchmark, measured in terms of the production (e.g., outputs
such as research publications, news, blog-entries, etc) from the
AI community. Benchmarks that have increasing trends in their
production rates –not their performance metrics– indicate that
more AI researchers and practitioners are working on them (i.e.,
there is a clear research effort and intensity). Note that this is not
an indication of progress, although, presumably, effort may lead to
some progress eventually.

In order to derive the activity level or intensity, we use some
proxies. In particular, we performed a quantitative analysis using
data obtained from AI topics7, an archive kept by the Association

7https://aitopics.org
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Figure 2: Average rate of activity level or intensity (green
dashed line) for a couple of illustrative AI benchmarks over
the last decade (2008-2018).

for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence (AAAI)8. This platform
contains a myriad of AI-related documents (e.g. news, blog entries,
conferences, journals and other repositories from 1905 to 2019) that
are collected automatically with NewsFinder [7]. In this regard,
in order to calculate the intensity in each particular benchmark,
we average the number of hits (e.g., documents) obtained from AI
topics per benchmark and year over a specific period of time. Note
that the number of hits are normalised to sum up to 100% per year.
Figure 2 shows the activity trends for two different benchmarks.
Our measure of intensity is the average over the period 2008-2018.

4 MODEL
In the following subsections we describe the main components of
our model, as originally illustrated in Figure 1. We use the following
notation:

• t: (labour) task intensity vector.
• W: task-ability correspondence matrix.
• a: ability vector.
• R: ability-benchmark correspondence matrix.
• b: benchmark intensity vector.

We define them in more detail below.

4.1 Intensity vectors
Vector t denotes task intensities. In section “Tasks and occupations”
we described the data we use, meaning that t have dimension (59 ×
1), on a [0, 1] scale with 0 and 1 representing the lowest and highest
possible intensity respectively. This vector reflects the occupational
task intensity in the abilities assigned to the tasks in each occupation
(note that each occupation has a different t vector).

On the other hand, b denotes a benchmark intensity vector (328
× 1), with relative values in [0, 1]. This vector shows the average
(normalised) number of documents obtained from AI topics per
benchmark and year over a specific period of time as explained in
section “AI benchmarks”.

4.2 Cognitive abilities
In previous works [2, 4], labour-related tasks and those that are
usually set in AI as capacities are usually matched directly, even
if the elements on the left list in Figure 1 are very different from
the elements on the right. However, tasks and benchmarks can be
8https://www.aaai.org/

mapped through an intermediate layer of latent factors, what we
refer to as ‘cognitive abilities’, also at a level of aggregation that is
more insightful. For this characterisation of abilities we look for
an intermediate level of detail, excluding very specific abilities and
skills (e.g., music skills, mathematical skills, hand dexterity, driving,
etc.) but also excluding very general abilities or traits that would
influence all the others (general intelligence, creativity, etc.). As
we just cover cognitive abilities, we also exclude personality traits
(e.g., the big five [14]). Although we consider the latter essential for
humans, their ranges can be simulated in machines by changing
goals and objective functions.

For our purposes we use 14 categories as the result of the inte-
gration of several tables and figures from [18], originally collected
from psychometrics, comparative psychology, cognitive science and
artificial intelligence (see Figure 1). The 14 categories are defined as
follow: Memory processes (MP), Sensorimotor interaction (SI), Visual
processing (VP), Auditory processing (AP), Attention and search (AS),
Planning and sequential decision-making and acting (PA), Compre-
hension and compositional expression (CE), Communication (CO),
Emotion and self-control (EC), Navigation (NV), Conceptualisation,
learning and abstraction (CL), Quantitative and logical reasoning
(QL), Mind modelling and social interaction (MS), and Metacognition
and confidence assessment (MC). The hierarchical theories of intelli-
gence in psychology, animal cognition and the textbooks in AI are
generally consistent (at least partially) with this list of abilities, or
in more general and simple terms, with this way of organising the
vast space of cognition. The definition of the cognitive abilities can
be found in [27].

4.3 Mapping
To generate the mapping between labour-related tasks and cogni-
tive abilities, a multidisciplinary group of researchers conducted
an annotation exercise for each item of the task database. More
precisely, in a cross-tabulation of the vector of tasks t of length
p = |t| = 59 and cognitive abilities a of lengthm = |a| = 14, each an-
notator was asked to put a 1 in a task-ability correspondence matrix
W (59 × 14) if an ability is inherently required, i.e. absolutely neces-
sary to perform the respective task (see the rubric in the Appendix
[22, Section A]). In order to increase robustness in the annotations,
we followed a Delphi Method approach [8], repeating this process
in order to increase agreement among annotators, and finally ob-
taining the share in percentage terms for each combination of task
and ability. Similarly, we also linked the cognitive abilities with
our list of AI benchmarks (which will be also described in detail
in the following sections). Specifically, a group of AI-specialised
researchers was asked to consider how each AI benchmark is re-
lated to each cognitive ability: in a cross-tabulation of the vector
of benchmarks b of length n = |b| = 328 and cognitive abilities a
of lengthm = |a| = 14, we put a 1 in the ability-benchmark corre-
spondence matrix R (14 × 328) if an ability is inherently required,
i.e. absolutely necessary to solve the respective benchmark. Full
information about this mapping procedure can be found in [25, 26]

4.4 Two-way interpretation
We can then translate the benchmark intensity vector b to cognitive
abilities as a matrix-vector multiplication Rb → a thus obtaining
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an ability intensity vector a (14 × 1). We can also analyse task
intensity, by weighting the task-ability mapping matrix by the
ability intensity vector a as a matrix-vector multiplication Wa → t
thus obtaining a new task intensity vector t (59 × 1).

This gives us a leftward interpretation of Figure 1 as:

Rb → a and Wa → t
which together makes WRb → t. This is interpreted as “bench-
marks require abilities, which are required for tasks".

By using this framework we can analyse flows in both direc-
tions mathematically. Therefore, we can also give the rightward
interpretation as:

t⊤W → a⊤ and a⊤R → b⊤

which together makes t⊤WR → b⊤.This is interpreted as “tasks
require abilities, which are required for benchmarks".

Note that since both W and R mean “requires" (in the direction
of abilities), it makes sense to distribute the values when a task or a
benchmark requires many abilities. So, assuming that more abilities
require more effort, we normalise both W and R through abilities.
This means that inW rows are normalised to sum up 1, and in R
columns are normalised to sum up 1, and values are thus in [0, 1].

5 ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
We analysed the correspondence between the two edges of our
model. By comparing the values of b as propagated rightwards
from t (t⊤WR → b⊤) against the values of b that originate directly
from the benchmark intensities, we see very low correlations be-
tween these vectors. Figure 5 in the Appendix [22, Section E] shows
some discrepancy scatterplots illustrating this. This picture is gen-
eral, and we can conclude that the intensities do not match: the
focus on AI benchmarks today does not correspond with the labour
activities having highest intensity according to our data. Could this
be different? In order to answer this question, in what follows we
analyse the results bidirectionally, exploring several hypotheses
and professional profiles.

5.1 From AI to labour
As an illustrative example of how the model can be used in a sin-
gle direction, we can obtain the task intensity vector t from the
original benchmark intensity vector b. This illustrates the leftward
interpretation of Figure 1.

While in Figure 3 in the Appendix [22, Section C] we show how
our model works when specific AI benchmarks are selected, Figure
3 shows a sorted list of labour tasks according to the computed
values in t from the analysis of AI topics. Those with the highest
values consist almost entirely of information gathering and pro-
cessing tasks (e.g., read letters or manuals, articles, bills, etc.), as
well as performing tasks without using explicit instructions, relying
on patterns and inference instead (e.g., learning, solving unfore-
seen problems, learning-by-doing, etc.). On the other hand, the
lowest-scoring tasks are largely non-cognitive tasks that require a
high degree of physical effort and dexterity (e.g., steadiness, man-
ual/finger dexterity, etc.). This probably reflects a limited coverage
of robotic benchmarks, which usually involve more propriosensory
perception andmanipulation. At the same time, there are also plenty
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Figure 3: Labour-related tasks ranked in descending order
based on by their intensity vector t.

of interpersonal tasks that include a human component. These are
considered non-routine tasks (e.g., persuasion, supervision, com-
munication or people management, etc.), all of which generally
require social and emotional skills.

Note that the above considers the current activity (as extracted
from the AAAI AI topics data) and the tasks that would be affected
if this activity would be transformed into progress in the areas the
benchmarks represent and assuming that different abilities can be
combined seamlessly.

5.2 From labour to AI
Following the rightward interpretation of our setting, we can also
analyse, given a particular (set of) occupation(s) and their corre-
sponding set of tasks, which sort of AI benchmarks should attract
more interest or require more effort from the AI research commu-
nity in order to have a potential impact in the selected occupation(s).

We can do (1) one specific labour-related task or (2) a combi-
nation of tasks conforming particular occupations. Figure 4 in the
Appendix [22, Section D] shows some illustrative examples of (1).
Regarding (2), we can also compute the AI benchmarks intensity
scores by selecting relevant occupations from the ISCO-3 specifica-
tions. In this sense, we focus on nine illustrative occupations: (a)
general office clerks; (b) shop salespersons; (c) agricultural, forestry
and fishery labourers; (d) medical doctors; (e) mining and construc-
tion labourers; (f) sales, marketing and public relations profession-
als; (g) mobile plant operators; (h) waiters and bartenders; (i) market
gardeners and crop growers.

Because of the large number of AI benchmarks (328), we have
clustered these benchmarks into six groups to make the interpreta-
tion of results easier (details in the Appendix [22, Section B]). Figure
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4 depicts benchmark intensity scores for the nine selected occupa-
tions mentioned above. For instance, in order for AI developments
to have an effect on general office clerks, AI research should focus
on those benchmarks related to inspection and data extraction as
well as on those focused on the development of narratives, question
answering and social interaction.
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Figure 4: AI benchmarks ranked in descending order based
on by their intensity vector b given their task intensity vec-
tors t from six different occupations. Benchmarks coloured
according to the cluster they belong to.

If we pay attention to those benchmarks where more progress
is apparently taking place in AI (visual and auditory perception
using deep learning and sensorimotor interaction, through (deep)
reinforcement learning), we see that these cognitive abilities are
generally at the bottom for the nine selected occupations. This
means either that (1) some of these skills are taken from granted
(e.g., recognising objects and moving around in the workplace)
or (2) many tasks in the workplace require skills for which there
is not a high AI research activity at the moment. About (1), in
our annotations, we included abilities when ‘absolutely necessary’.
Consequently, we considered that many of the tasks used in the
workplace do not inherently require that a robot or a human visually
recognises static or moving elements, as other capabilities could
be used instead (e.g., blind people may “read manuals or reference
manuals” using Braille).

6 CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a setting for the analysis of the relationship
between Artificial Intelligence and the labour market in both direc-
tions. The setting combines occupations and tasks from the labour
market with AI research benchmarks through an intermediate layer
of cognitive abilities. The identification of the specific cognitive
abilities that can be performed by AI gives a broader understand-
ing on the impact of AI, as the inner layer is more independent
of particular occupations, tasks or AI benchmarks. Although not
included in the paper, we can also generate simulations outwards,
setting a particular combination of ability intensities and propagate
how tasks and occupations would be affected and what benchmarks
would be more relevant. This analysis could also be done inwards.

In the paper we have seen examples where we can assess, in a
very detailed way, how technological intensity of AI research may
affect work-related tasks and corresponding occupations, as well as
the other way round: how task and occupation intensity should be
translated into AI research. We have seen the discrepancy between
AI intensity and labour intensity and have used this setting to rank
tasks by potential AI impact. In the end, we can determine which
areas of AI research should be intensified if we sought to have a
technological impact in particular selected task and occupations.

Despite its popularity in AI, using AI benchmarks to pulse the
progress of AI research is fraught with caveats and criticisms, espe-
cially if performance metrics are used as an indication of progress.
Instead, our model is based on intensities: we analyse whether some
located activity on one edge translates on some located activity on
the other edge. We use proxies for activities (such as time spent in a
particular labour-related task or the research activity as per Figure
2). The use of activity versus progress makes this setting adoptable
for the governance and assessment of AI R&D in academia and
industry. In future work this analysis can be refined as more data
becomes available on the relevance of specific work-related tasks
as well as new AI benchmarks are introduced. Overall, we already
present a powerful and flexible open tool9 to map AI research and
the impact on labour bidirectionally. The major merit of our model
is not being predictive, but being prescriptive: we can decide prior-
ities and make AI research interventions accordingly, to procure
that AI does qualify for the job.
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